
Santa Cruz Ave/Alameda de las Pulgas - Safety Issues

Issue 9: Bike Lanes - Santa Cruz - “Y” to Avy Ave. 
Overview: 

This connecting section of Santa Cruz Ave, between the Alameda “Y” and Avy Ave doesn’t have bike lanes nor 
does it have any on pavement guidance for how cyclists, vehicles, and parked cars are to co-exist on the roadway.   

This section of Santa Cruz has numerous residential driveways, many of which are blind driveways that can be 
difficult to exit onto Santa Cruz. Others require backing into roadway to exit.  There appears to be room for a bike 
lane and, with a bit of minor engineering, there could be both defined bike lanes and defined parking lines 
established.  There is virtually no center lane markings other than the poorly maintained small center line  bumps. 

No safety changes to the traffic flow has occurred on this segment of Santa 
Cruz for decades. As a result it is extremely unsafe, the location of many 
accidents, and hundreds of thousands of dollars in property damage over the 
years.  Note: The safety issues at the “Y” are so severe and so numerous that 
they are identified in this collection of issues as its own safety issue (Issue #10). 

Proposed Solution Option: 
By providing defined traffic lines for this section, including the painting of the 
center line, this section of Santa Cruz becomes much safer and motorists and 
cyclists are more aware of the roadway.  Parked cars would have defined 
parking marks to ensure that vehicles don’t encroach into bike lane, though this 
may require the City/County to maintain overgrown shrubs that restrict parking. 

Using just 18” from each traffic lane and moving the west shoulder line 12” 
west, provides the gained room for a 4’ bike lane SB, the up hill direction.  No 
change on east side and only minor changes to the roadway with no widening - 
just repositioning traffic lanes to gain the room for the up hill bike lane and 
slighting narrower traffic lanes to encourage calmer and slower driving. 
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Problems: 
• No defined bike lane 
• No defined parking 
• No painted Center line 
• Unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists 
• Used by school age children 
• High traffic volume  
• Severely lacking in shared road 

guidance for vehicles and cyclists 

Positives of Solution: 
• Defined bike path creates better 

awareness for all users 
• Slower speed at “Y” turn greatly 

improves safety 
• Clear - thorough bike lane markings 

at “Y” guide vehicles and bikes in 
much safer manner. 

Considerations: 
• Trees not be impacted if parking 

was instead on either side of tree 
• Room for Door Opening and Bikes 
Impact:   
The defined lines might keep traffic 
moving at a safer speed 

Alternatives:   
Some bike traffic could be 
encouraged to use Oak Ave and the 
Bike Bridge to access Menlo Park 
from Sand Hill Rd. 

Scope and Cost:   
Minor - much could be accomplished 
by maintenance of roadway shrubs, 
painting lines and marking parking 
spots.

Northbound Santa Cruz Ave near “Y”

Add a fully defined bike path 
southbound (up hill) — sharrows 
shared lane northbound (downhill)

Maintain roadway and trim 
shrubbery in parking slots.  Don’t 
remove trees, just don't allow 
parking if tree does not allow room.

Defined (painted) parking locations 
so parked cars don't encroach bike 
path and refresh paint on center line
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